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Abstract 
Kuich, W., Automata and languages generalized to o-continuous semirings, Theoretical Computer 
Science 79 (1991) 137-150. 
We generalize the following two language- and automata-theoretic results to w-continuous semi- 
rings. 
(i) The family of languages accepted by finite automata is the smallest class containing all 
finite languages and closed under union, product and star (Kleene’s Theorem). 
(ii) The family of languages accepted by pushdown automata is the family of context-free 
languages. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we generalize some results of language and automata theory to 
complete semirings. We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic facts of 
language and automata theory and of semiring theory (see [ 10, 61). 
The basic semiring in language theory is the semiring (‘$(Z*), u, 0, (4, (~j) of 
formal languages ovei 2. (We denote by ‘$3 the set of all and by ‘$& the set of all 
finite subsets.) The set ‘@(Z*) is completely partially ordered which allows the 
application of the usual Fixpoint Theorem in certain situations. 
Instead of the semiring of formal languages we use in our considerations w- 
continuous semirings. These semirings are completely partially ordered and are 
exactly the l-complete semirings of Kuich [5], whose natural limit function is 
compatible with their order. They have the advantage that it suffices to work with 
suprema, i.e., least upper bounds, instead of working with limit functions. Since 
these w-continuous semirings are complete there are no difficulties in 
infinite sums. 
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The next section gives a survey on o-finitary semirings, a class of semirings that 
contains the o-continuous semirings. Some basic identities and facts are stated. 
Section 3 is taken mainly from [S]. Automata over o-continuous semirings are 
defined similarly to the automata defined in [6], but with one exception: a single 
state transition is allowed to generate an element of an w-continuous semiring, 
instead of a power series or a formal language. Specializing to finite automata over 
o-continuous semirings, it is possible to generalize the Kleene Theorem in this 
context. 
In Section 4, we introduce algebraic systems in the polynomial algebra over 
an o-continuous semiring. Furthermore, we define pushdown automata over 
w-continuous semirings. This leads to the generalization of the basic language- 
and automata-theoretic result that pushdown automata and context-free grammars 
generate the same class of languages. 
2. o-Contimious semirings 
By a semiring we mean a set A together with two binary operations + and 0 and 
two constant elements 0 and 1 such that 
(i) (A, +, 0) is a commutative monoid, 
(ii) (A, 0, 1) is a monoid, 
(iii) the distribution laws Q++c)=u@~~+uv and (a+b)@c=a@c+b~ 
hold for every a, b, c, 
(iv) 0. a = a eO=O for every Q. 
A semiring is called commutative iff a 0 b = b 0 a for every a and b. If the 
operations and the constant elements of A are understood then we denote the 
semiring simply by A. 
The most important semirings are the Boolean semiring II3 = (0, 1) where 1 + 1 = 1 
and the semiring of nonnegative integers N with the usual operations. 
A semiring {A, +, @, 0, 1) is called partially ordered iff 
(i) A is partially ordered as a set, 
(ii) 0 s a holds for every 
(iii) c3,+asa2+aanda,@a<a,ga,a 0 a, s a 0 a2 for every a, al, a2, whenever 
a, 6 a?. 
A semiring (A, +, , 0,l) is naturally ordered iff A is partially ordered by the 
following relation G : 
a1 s a2 iff there exists an a such that a, + a = a2. 
This partial order is called natural order. 
Goldstern [2] has shown that each partially ordered semiring is also partially 
ordered by the natural order. 
A sequence ( ai 1 i E N) of elements of a partially ordered set A is called an o-chain 
) iff, for all i E N, CJi S Qi+ 1. The supremum (least upper bound) sup S of a set 
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S = {ai 1 i E I} or a sequence S = (ai 1 i E I) of elements of a partially ordered set A 
is defined by 
(i) ai S sup S, for all i E Z, 
( ) ii Ui < c for all i E Z implies sup S s c. 
If the supremum exists, it is unique. 
A completely partially ordered set is a partially ordered set with a least element, 
such that for each o-chain the supremum exists. A partially ordered semiring A is 
called completely partially ordered iff for each o-chain in A the supremum exists. 
A semiring A is called ccmplete iff it is possible to define sums for all index sets 
Z and all sequences (ai 1 i E I) in A such that (see [ 1, 1 I]) 
(i) C ai=O, C ai=aj, C ai=aj+ak; 
iEt4 iE(jl iE{j, kl 
(ii) c c ai = C a, if lJ Ij = Z and Zj n Ij* = 8 for j # j’; 
jEJ iell, ie I jEJ 
(iii) ,f; ( cai) = c & ai and iF1 (sic) = c for every C. 
The next definition is due to [2]. A complete semiring A that is partklly ordered 
by the relation < is called jinitary (with respect to “-) iff, for all index sets I, all 
sequences (Qi 1 i E I) in A and all c E A, the following condition is satisfied: 
if C ai s c for all finite E C_ Z then *L ai s C. 
ieE ie I 
The next definition is due to [4]. An o-complete semiring A that is partially 
ordered by the relation G is called o-jnitary (with respect o 6) iff, for all sequences 
( ai 1 i E N) in A and all c E A, the following condition is satisfied: 
if C Qisc for all nelk then C QiSc. 
OSiSn iEN 
The finitary semirings with respect o the natural order are exactly the continuous 
semirings of [9]. 
The o-finitary semirings with respect to the natural order are exactly the l-complete 
semirings of [5], whose natural limit function is compatible with the natural order. 
In the sequel we will call these semirings o-continuous semirings. 
By the following two results and a few examples, Karner [4] showed that all these 
classes of semirings (finitary, continuous, o-finitary, w-continuous) are different. 
Theorem 2.1. Let A be a complete semiring partially ordered by S. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) A is Jinitary with respect to s ; 
cii) s”p{ci, E ai 1 E c Zjinite) exists for all sequences (ai ( i E I) in A and is equal to 
c iEl ai (here sup is taken with respect o s). 
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heorem 2.2, Let A be complete semiring partially ordered by s. Then the following 
statements are equivalent : 
(i) A is o-jnitary with respect o s; 
(ii) sup(C,, iS n ai 1 n E N) exists for all sequences ( ai 1 i E IV) in A and is equal to 
c iEN ai (here sup is taken with respect to s); 
(iii) if CO__i__n ai s&,=~~,, bi for all n EN then CiEN ai scion bi for all sequences 
(aiIiEN) and (biljEN) in A. 
Ea& of these statements implies 
(iv) if COSiSn ai =COSiSn bi for all n EN then CicN a, =Ci~wI bi for all sequences 
(ailiEN) and (biIiEN) in A. 
Semirings that satisfy condition (iv) of Theorem 2.2 are exactly the l-complete 
semirings of [5]. 
Example. (i) The Boolean semiring I5 is continuous. 
(ii) For any monoid M, ‘@(M) is a continuous semiring. 
(iii) We consider the semiring (IRT, +, l , 0, l), where lJ3: = {a E IF8 1a 3 0) u {m}, 
with the obvious extension of the operations to co (observe 0 l OO=OCJ l O=O). The 
definition of infinite sums is possible in two different ways for ai E IRY, i E I: 
tll Ci~,ai=SUP{CifgE ai I E E I finite}. For example Ci~N 112’ = 2. 
(2) Ciclai = 00 iff infinitely many of the ai are unequal to 0 or at least one ai is 
00. For example, City l/2’ =m. 
Clearly, the semiring RF with infinite sums according to (1) (resp. (2)) is con- 
tinuous and, hence, o-continuous (resp. neither continuous nor o-continuous). 
(iv) The semiring N” = N u (00) with obvious extension of the operations to 00 is 
continuous. 
(v) The semiring (RT, min, +, 00,0) with obvious operations is continuous. 
Let C=( ai i i E N) be an o-chain in an o-continuous semiring A. For all i E N there 
exist bi e A such that 
ao= o1 b iEN. 
This implies ai = C osjs i bj for all i E N and we obtain 1 by Theorem 2.2(ii), sup C = 
IicN b,. By Theorem 2.2(iv), the choice of b,, i E N, is irrelevant. Thus we have shown 
the next theorem. 
An o-continuous semiring is a completely partially ordered semiring. 
Each o-chaii is of the form (CoCj_ bi I n EN). L--_ 
em are valid without any restriction in complete 
iring e star a* of a, 
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Let A be a complete semiring. Then, for every a, b E A, 
(a + b)* = (a*b)*a* = a”(ba*)” = (a + ba*b)(l+ ba”). 
We now consider matrices and formal 
heore 25. Let A be an o-continuous emiring, J be a countable index set and C be 
an alphabet. TIaen AJXJ and A((Z*}) are again o-continuous ernirings. 
roof. Firstly, assume COGi_ Mi s A4 for all n E N, where M, Mi E A”““, i E N. This 
implies, for all j, jk J, 
Since A is o-continuous, we obtain 
C (Mi)j,jvs Mj,j** 
icN 
Hence, CiEN Mi G M and AJXJ is o-continuous. 
Secondly, assume COsisn ri < r for all n E N, where r, ri E A(@*)), i E N. ?his 
implies, for all w E E*, 
Since A is w-continuous, we obtain 
C tri, w)s tr, w)* 
ieN 
Hence, Ci~wI ris r and A((Z*)) is w-continuous. El 
Theorem 2.6. Let A be an o-continuous semiring, J be a countable index set and C be 
an alphabet. Let (Mi 1 i E N) be an w-chain in AJXJ and ( ri 1 i E N) be an w-chain in 
A((Z *)). Then 
SUp( Mi 1 i E N)j,j* = SUP((Mi)j,j*liEN) for allj, jk J 
and 
(SUp( ri 1 i E IV), W) = SUp(( ri, W) 1 i E N) for all W E 2*. 
roof. We only prove the first equality. The proof of the second equality is similar. 
Since A is ordered by the natural order, there exist ; E A”““, i E NJ, such that 
MC = MA, Mi+l= + MI+,, idU 
for all i E N. As in the proof of Theorem 2.3, we obtain 
and 
)j,j*liEN)= C ( )j,,', for all j, jk 
iEN 
e (j, j’)-entries of t e first equality proves the t 
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Wth the method of the proof of Theorem 4.21 in [6], our Theorem 2.4 yields at 
once a proof for the next theorem (see also [S, 4, 3-J). 
3. Let A be an o-continuous semiring and corsider a matrix 
1x1 
91 
Assume that I is partitioned into II and 12. (i !I 
M*(Z,,I,)=(M1,,+M1.2M~Z~~ -f 
*(I,, I,)=(M,,,+M1,Z z&x, ; is ,W,.zMf,2, 
Let A and A’ be partially ordered sets. A mapping f: A + A’ is called monotonic 
iff a s b in A implies f(a) sf( b) in A’. 
Let A and A’ be completely partially ordered sets. A mapping f: A + A’ is called 
continue as ifi it is monotonic and, for every o-chain ( ai 1 i E N) in A, 
f(sup( ai 1 i E N)) = SUp(f( ai) 1 i E N). 
In the sequel we assume pointwise order of tuples of elements of A. 
ewem 2.8. Let A be an w-continuous semiring. Then addition and multiplication 
are con tinuctus. 
roof. There is no loss of generality, if we consider o-chains in the form of Theorem 
2.3 only. Let !Co~il n ai 1 n E N) and (Cg~i~n bi I n E N) be o-chains in A. Then 
( 
C ai+ C bi HEN 
0SiS-n 05iS-n I > and (02L”~i*022iJnsN) 
are again o-chains. 
The equations 
SUP 
( 
o_Tnai+ C h ndv 
ss Osisn I ) 
prove that addition is continuous. Cl 
The equations 
/ 
SUP 
t 
C Qi l 
OSiSn 
oJcn 4 I nEN) =suP(os~sn ‘4 I naN) -1 
= c 
i.jcN 
= C Qi* 1 bj =SUP 
iEN jctU 
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In the sequel we will need the Fixpoint Theorem (see 18, Theorem 4.241: Let . 
be a completely partially ordered set with least element 0, and let f: A + 
continuous function. Then f has a least fixpoint pf E A, and, in fact, 
,ccf =sup(f’(O)(iEN). 
For the remainder of this paper, A alwa 
a subset of A containing 0 and 1, C an a 
now define A’-automata. 
An A’-automaton 
%=(I, M,S, P) 
is given by 
(i) a countable set Z of states, 
(ii) a matrix M c A’Ix’, called the transition matrix, 
(iii) SE (0, l}‘“‘, called the initial state vector, 
(iv) PE (0, l}lx*, called the fina state vector. 
The behavior (1% 11 EA of ‘8 is defined by 1124 i] = SM*P 
If Z is finite, then ‘8 is a finite A’-automaton. 
We consider automata which may have more than one initial state (a state q is 
an initial, resp. final, state iff S4 = 1, resp. Pq = 1) and even no initial state (i.e., 
S=O) since this leads to easier descriptions of the usual constructions. By a 
“normalization procedure” similar to that given in the proof of Theorem 7.8 in [6], 
each A’-automaton is seen to be equivalent o an A’-automaton with just one initial 
state. We could also allow S E A” xo and P E ArQXi in the definition of the A’- 
automata and could find equivalent A’-automata in the sense defined above. 
Example. Consider the semiring A = (IRY, min, +, 00,0). Given a set Z of vertices 
and a matrix M E AfX’, interpret Mi,ip as the distance from vertex i to vertex i’. 
The behavior l]%ll of an A-automaton 2l is then the minimal distance from an 
initial vertex (a vertex i with Si =0) to a final vertex (a vertex i with Pi = 0). 
A definition is needed before the next theorem. A subsemiring A’ of A is fully 
rationally closed iff a* E A’ for each a E A’. 
Let A’ be a subset of A that contains 0 and 1. Then the set of behaviors 
-automata forms a fully rational”ly closed semiring that contains the semiring 
generated by A’. 
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(i) Define ‘8, = (Qu Q’, MI, S1, PI) by 
M,= s, = (S S’), 
(ii) Define ?12 = (Q u Q’, M2, &, P2) by 
Mz= S*=(S 01, 
(iii) Define ‘?I3 = (Q u 0, M3, S,, P3) by 
M,= S3= (S Oh 
(Mere Q is a copy of Q.) 
P 
P, = 0 P’ l 
P2’ 
0 
0 
p, l 
/ 
Pj - 
P 
0 \P l 
Obviously, we have /?I, II= II ‘3 II + II 3’ j. Theorem 2.7 yields at once 11?‘&11= 
Il'zr II llwl* n eorems 2.7 and 2.4 yield 
1)Y131)=S(M+PSM*PS)*P+S(M+PSM*PS)*PSM*P 
= S(M*PSM*PS)*M*Pi-S(M*PSM*PS)‘M*PSM*P 
= (~pql’>*ll~ll+<11’1~11=,*11~11’= llW’- 
For each a E A’, a trivial construction yields an A’-finite automaton whose behavior 
is a. Hence, by (i) and (ii), the semiring generated by A’ is a subset of the set of 
behaviors of the A’-finite-automata. Items (i) and (ii) show that the set of behaviors 
of the A'- finite-automata forms a semiring and (iii) and (i) (by adding 1 to II‘8 II’) 
show that this semiring is fully rationally closed. 0 
eorem Let A’ be a fully rationally closed subsemiring of an o-continuous semiring 
Then E A’Q”Q for all M E AfQxQ. 
roof. The proof uses Theorem 2.7 and is analogous to the proof of Theorem 8.1 
Let A’ be a subset of A. e denote the smallest fully rationally closed semiring 
containing A’ by !Rat(A’). Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 yield the following generalization 
of the Kleene Theorem. 
1. Then !HafW) coinc 
jkte A’-automata. 
of an w-cor;tinuous semiring A that contains 0 and 
the fully rationally closed semiring of the behaviors of 
containment, conside 
w that Theorem 3.3 is really a generalization cf 
he proof of the converse 
9 E)E 
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and denote by M1 the quasiregular part of M. Consider the finite A(Z*)-automaton 
‘3’ = (Q, M’, S, P’) defined by M’ = M$M, and P’= M$P. Then, by Theorem 2.4, 
we obtain 11‘8’11 =S:MgM,)*M$P=S(M,,+ 
Since M’ is quasiregular, Theorem 8.1 in [6] implies that II %‘I( E A”‘((E*}}. Hence, 
we obtain ll‘3ll E A”‘@*)) and !Rat(A(Z*)) c A”*@*)). 
Theorem 3.4. %ot(A(X*)) = A”‘@*)). 
Corollary 3.5. The set of regular languages over C equals %at(Qf(S*)). 
The definition of %at(A’) yields the last result of this section. 
Theorem 3.6. %at(!Bat(A’)) = %t(A’). 
4. Algebraic systems and pushdowr automata 
In the sequel, Y = {yl, . . . , yn) is an alphabet of variables. By A( Y) we denote 
the polynomial algebra over the semiring A with variables in Y (see 17. Chapter 1, 
4.1 and 4.41). The elements of A( Y) are called polynomials. Each polynomial can 
be represented by a finite sum of product terms. Here, a product term t has the form 
and a polynomial has the form 
P(Y I,-,Yn)= f ~(Yl,***,Yil)* 
j=l 
(21 
The set of all polynomials (2) that are sums of product terms (1) in which the aj 
are in A’ is denoted by A’( Y). 
In the usual way, a polynomial in A( Y) defines a mapping from A” into A: 
0 I,=-*, b,)) = a,b,, * 9 * bikak, t as in (l), bj E A, 
P(b ,,..., b,)= f $(b ,,.. .,b,), p as in (2), bjEA. 
j=l 
be an o-continuous semiring and let p(y, , . . . , yn) be a polynomial 
in A( Y). Then the mapping p: A” + A is continuous. 
of. Let p be as in (2) and ((b,k,. . . , bnk)) k E N) ‘oe an w-chain in An. 
ci=(bikIkEN), 1 s is n, (fi(b,k,. . . , b,&=N), 
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CL;, $uhk, l l ’ , bnk) 1 k EN) are w-chains in A and we obtain 
p(sup((&, l l l 9 bdtk~fW=~(~w G,. . . ,sup C,,) 
= f t,(supC ,,..., SUPC,,) 
j=l 
= i SUp(t,(b Ik,.=-rhk)lk~W 
j=l 
I 
=sup’ f Ij(blk ,..a, bJ k&I 
\ j-1 I > 
=s~p(p(b,~ ,..., 6Jlk4J). 
Here the third and fourth equality hold by Theorem 2.8. Q 
Let p(y,, . . . 9 yn) c A( Y)nx’. Th~n p defines a mapping p : A” + A” by 
i.e., the ith component of the application of p is given by applying the ith component 
of p. 
Corollary 4.2, Let p E A( Y)nx’. then the mapping p : A” + A” is continuous. 
By the Substitution Principle (see 17, Chapter 1,6.31]) the mapping s : A( Y) + A, 
s= (s I,=**, s,) E A”, defined by 
is a semiring morphism. 0 
An A’-algebraic system with variables in Y is a family of n % 1 equations of the form 
yi = pi(yI 3 l - l ,yn), lGsn, (3) 
where the pi are polynomials in .“.‘( Yi. An element (h, , . . . ,!I,,) E A” is calied solution 
of (3) iff 6; =p,&,. . . , b,), 1 s Sn, i.e., if (b,,. . . , b,) is a fixpoint of p with 
entries pi of (3). If A IS partially ordered, (6,). . . , 6,,) E A” is called the least solution 
of (3) iff it is a solution less than all other solutions. 
Corollary 4.2 and the Fixpuint Theorem prove the next theorem. 
2. Let A be an w-continuous semiring. Let p be in A’( Y)nx’ with entries 
pi of (3 j. Then the least solution of (3) exists in A” x ’ and equals pp. 
Clearly, in case of a power series semiring, ,up is nothing else than the strong 
solution of an algebraic syste (see [6, p. 2983). 
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A’-pushdown automata are now defined analogous to the A((Z*})-pushdown 
automata of [6]. Let Q be a finite set (of states) and r be an alphabet (of pushdown 
symbols). A matrix 
M E (A’QXQ):_*Xl’* 
is termed an A’-pushdown transition matrix iff, for all 7rTTI, m2E I’*, 
M = 
{ 
M p,‘rr3 if there exist p E r, 7pq E r* with 7r1 = pn4, 7r2 = n3n4, 
q.rrz 
0 otherwise. 
An A’-pushdown automaton 
‘@=(QJXS,POJ) 
A given by 
(9 a finite set Q of states, 
(ii) an alphabet r of pushdown symbols, 
(iii) an A’-pushdown transition rncii ‘-c M, 
(iv) SE (0, l}lXQ, called the initial state vector, 
(v) p. E r, called the initial pushdown symbol, 
(vi) PE{O, l}QX', called the jinal state vector. 
The behavior i]q]l E A of ‘$3 is defirzd by Il’@[I = S( M*),,,P, 
Analogous to Theorem 10.1 in [6], we have the result that for each A’-pushdown 
automaton ‘@ = (Q, r, M, S, po, P) there ia an equivalent A’-automaton ‘3 = 
(I-* x Q, M’, S’, P’). 
We now want to show that A’-algebraic systems and A’-pushdown automata re 
equivalent mechanisms. 
Given a pushdown alphabet r, define Y = { YP Ip E I’} to be an alphabet of matrix 
variables and let 
YE = E (the matrix of unity), YPz = Y,Y,, p E r, rr E r*. 
Given an A’-pushdown transition matrix M, we now consider the A’QxQ-algebraic 
system 
YP = c M,,Y,, PET. (4) 
mE i’* 
Additionally, we consider the A’O” Q-linear system 
Y=MY+F, (9 
where FE (AQxQ)“*X1, FE = E, F, = 0.. 7~ E r’, and Y is a variable. 
Let TP E AQxQ, p E I’. Then we define by help of these matrices a column vector 
, whose entries are TF = E, TPlr = T,T,, p E r, ?T E I? 
Let A be an w-continuous semiring. If the matri 
anents of a solution of ( ) (when substituted for 
QXQjr*xl is a solution oj (5). 
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roof. Since M is a pushdown transition matrix, we obtain, for all p E r and rrl E f *, 
Since TP, p E r, are the components of a solution of (4), we have TP = ( 
all p E I-‘. Hence, 
(MT),,, = T,T,, = Tprr,, P E r, ~1 E r*- 
The proof k finished by T, = E = F& Cl 
The next lemma is similar to Theorem 10.5 in [6]. 
mma 4.5. Let M be an A’-pushdown transition matrix. Then, for all nI, 9r2 E r*, 
w*L,7Q,r = (M*L,.,.W*),.,- 
.6. The components 
are given by ( M*)p.p, p E r. 
of the least solution of the A’QxQ-algebraic system (4) 
Proof. By Lemma 4.5 and the fact that M*F is the least solution of (5). Cl 
Given an A’-pushdown automaton ‘@ = (0, r, M, S, po, P), we construct an A’- 
algebraic system such that ]]‘$]] is a component of the least solution of this system. 
By definition, YP, p E II, is a Q x Q-matrix of variables YX,,~~, ql q2 E Q, such that 
P y4,,92 is the (q, , q2)-entry of YP and y, is a new variable. lMoreover, Y, = E, 
Y px= Y,Y,,pd, 7vEr*. 
Consider the A’-algebraic system (in matrix notation) 
y1= sy,P, yp = c Mp.nL 
XE I‘* 
constructed from (4). The next theorem is now clear. 
eorem 4.7. Let A be an o-continuous emiring and let @@ be an A’-pushdown 
automaton. Then Il@ll is a component of the least solution of an A’-algebraic system. 
Observe that the proof of Theorem 4.7 is simpler than the proof of Theorem 14.20 
in [6], i.e., the proof of the analogous result for A’= lEB(Z u E) and A = B((Z*)). We 
now show the converse. 
In the formulation of the next iemma we need the two A’-algebraic systems 
Yl = PI +91 Pn+192, Yi=pi, 2s is n; (6) 
]‘I= PI + 9lYn+l92, Yi = Pir 2GiGn+l* 9 (7) 
here, pi, 41, 92 and qr p,l+lq2 are polynomials in A’( Y) and y,,,, is a new variable. 
If (SI 3 l l - 3 %I, %+I) is a solution of (7) then s,,+~ =pn+,(sI,. . . , s,). 
, s,) is the least solution of (6) iff (s,, . . . , s,, p,,+,(s,, . . . , s,)) 
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roof. The first sentence of the lemma is obvious. By the Substitution Principle we 
obtain the equality 
PAS I,*=*, sn)+%h l l l 3 Sn)Pfl+h l l l 3 s,)qzh ” l l , s,) 
= PAS, 9 l l l 9 S”) + (4, Pn+*4dh 9 l l l 9 %I). 
This proves that (s,, . . . , s,) is a solution of (6) iff (si, . . . , s,, pn+,(sI, . . . , s,)) is 
a solution of (7). Since the least solution of (7) is determined by its first n components, 
the second sentence of Lemma 4.8 is proven. 0 
In analogy to the Chomsky normal form we define the binary normal form. An 
A’-algebraic system is in binary normal form iff the equations have the form 
n 
Yi = k z_, &&Ym + Qi, f s is % (8) 
* - 
where a;,,, E (0, 1) and ai E A’. 
Theorem 4.9. Let A be an o-continuous semiring. If a E A is a component of the least 
solution of an A’-algebraic system, then a is also a component of the least solution of 
an A’-algebraic system in binary normal form. 
Proof. Use a construction similar to that given in the proof of Theorem 14.27 in 
[d] and prove it by help of Lemma 4.8. Cl 
Given an A’-algebraic system (8) in binary normal form we define an A’-pushdown 
transition matrix M E ArY*x ‘* with lQl= 1 by 
M . 
Yr &I Ym =&l, 
We write (8) in the form 
n 
M .,‘,.F = ai, 1 s i, k, m s n. (9) 
This A’-algebraic system is of the form (4). Hence, Co~llary 4.6 proves the next 
theorem. 
Theorem 4.10. Let A be an o-continuous semiring. If the At-pushdown transition matrix 
M is defined by (9) then ( M *)Y,,F, 1 d id n, are the components of the least solution 
of the A’-algebraic system (8). 
Corollary 4.11. Let (s, , . . . , s,) be the least solution of (8). Then si = II’@i 11, 1 s i s n, 
where 
Vi = ({a), Y, M 1, yip 1) 
has its A’-pushdown transition matrix defined by (9). 
Analogous to %&(A’) in Section 3, we now de 
onents of least solutions of ‘-algebraic systems. 
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Theorem 4.12. Let A be an o-continuous emiring. Then the following statements on 
a E A are equivalent: 
(i) a is in %Ig( A’); 
(ii) a is a component ofthe least solution of an Al-algebraic system in binary normal 
f orm ; 
(iii) a is the behavior of an A’-pushdown automaton. 
The next theorem, applied to context-free languages, yields the result that the 
family of context-free languages is closed under context-free substitution. Its proof 
is similar to the language-theoretic proof (see e.g., [lo, Theorem 3.51). 
Theorem 4.13. ‘uIg( i?Ug( A’)) = %lg( A’). 
Froofs that are similar to the proofs of Theorems 14.5 and 14.6 in [6] show the 
final results. 
Theorem 4.14. Let A be an o-continuous, commutative semirkg. %Ig(A(L:*)) = 
Aalg(( 2 *)). 
Csrollary 4.15. The set of context-free languages over C coincides with ‘i?Ug(~~(~*)). 
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